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Our highly respected colleague and dear friend Dr P.E. Brommer
passed away in March of this year, just ten days before his 82-th
birthday. One year before, nobody could think that his life was com-
ing to an end. He was physically strong and his mind was still as
sharp as it was before.
At Peter's death, a physicist of the old generation left us: pre-
pared to serve the community, without the slightest ambition to
make any proﬁt from the intellectual privileged position. After ﬁn-
ishing high school Peter studied physics at the University of
Amsterdam. In his master programme he joined the physics labora-
tory of the university and became member of the solid state group
that started a few years before with the appointment of Professor
Rathenau in Amsterdam. In that period he developed his critical,
sharp and keen perception in scientiﬁc research. During whole
his professional career Peter stayed at this institute and he was a
nearest colleague to many of us for more than forty years.
Rathenau, as former member of the Philips Physics Laboratory,
introduced at the institute in Amsterdam a broad range of research
topics all connected to magnetism and magnetic materials. The
early papers in which Peter participated were concerned with
themes as: “Interstitial nitrogen and carbon atoms in iron in rela-
tion to permeability”, “Time decrease of permeability”, “Zener
relaxation in FeeSi alloys”, etc. Peter turned out to be a brilliant stu-
dent. He obtained a prestigious fellowship provided by the US-
Company General Electric that enabled him to start a PhD track
in Amsterdam under the guidance of Rathenau on magnetic relax-
ation phenomena. Rathenau left Amsterdam in 1963 and returned
to the Philips Company in Eindhoven. Prof. De Vries took over the
role of thesis supervisor. Peter was awarded the doctor degree in
the early seventies with the highest distinction (cum laude). He
continued his relaxation measurements in the subsequent years
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duced one- and two-dimensional magnetism in Copper Salts, sup-
ported work onWeak Itinerant Ferromagnetism in Ni3Al and Ni3Ga
compounds and developed the ‘Miedema Model’ for binary alloys,
whereas neighbouring groups in the instituteweremoving towards
magnetism in Rare-Earth Metals and to valence ﬂuctuation phe-
nomena. Prof. Silvera (successor of Miedema who returned to Phi-
lips around 1970) started research on Bose-Einstein condensation
of atomic hydrogen and jumped on ultra-high-pressure experi-
ments in the search for metallic hydrogen. In the midst of the se-
venties, Peter decided to shift to topics that better ﬁtted to the
institute's main lines of research: atomic order in transition metal
compounds, magneto-volume phenomena and magnetism of
Rare-Earth Intermetallic compounds.
As a physicist, Peter showed characteristics that are not seldom
found inwell-read academicians: they knoweverything better than
you. But Peter was too friendly to speak that out. If needed, he
expressed his critical remarks in a subtle way. Peter was not a sci-
entist with glorious presentations at conferences or a professor
who astonished his audience in large lecture rooms. His attitude
was to approach students individually and he preferred to submit
his well thought-out and often sharp new insights in thorough pub-
lications. Many papers have been published under his name. Most
of them carry also names of PhD students and visitors to the insti-
tute, among them physicists from Vietnam within the cooperation
programme between the Universities of Amsterdam and Hanoi that
started around 1975. In a call for equipment to support Vietnamese
Universities and Research Institutes after the destructive war
period, Peter offered his torque magnetometer for transportation
to the Cryogenic Laboratory (Cryolab) of the University of Hanoi,
the predecessor of the present Vietnam National University in
Hanoi. His equipment served, among other facilities at the Cryolab,
for the start of a new programme on magnetism research in
metallic systems at the Solid State Department of the University
of Hanoi.
Peter's specialisms in later years become evident from the titles
of some of the papers he published: “Magnetovolume effects and
Grüneisen parameters in the Stoner model of magnetism”, “A
generalization of the Inoue-Shimizu model”, “A rule for counting
neighbours in rare-earth transition metal compounds”, “Magneto-
volume effects in some very weak itinerant ferromagnets”, “Meta-
magnetism, giant magnetoresistance and magnetocaloric effects in
RCo2-based compounds in the vicinity of the Curie temperature”,
“Magnetic phase diagrams for three coupled magnetic moments”.
Especially in this latter paper he presented a rigorous analysis ofUniversity, Hanoi. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://
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tion parameter values. Together with his former student Nguyen
Huu Duc, he wrote several chapters in the Handbook of Magnetism
and Magnetic Materials that excel by the systematic approach of
topics. In that area he showed authority, a type of behaviour that
was absent in his contacts with members of the institute. On the
contrary, Peter was always an honest and trustful adviser.
Peter was not a frequent visitor of international conferences. He
was sceptical over the added value of such meetings for him
personally. It did not mean that he criticized his colleagues who
were of a different opinion. On the contrary, he assisted them to
organize the necessary travel funding. However, there was one ma-Dr. P.E. Brommer (right edge) at the meeting of the Vietnam National University Hanoi and the Elsevier team for the establishment of the Journal of Science: Advanced Materials and
Devices (JSAMD). Amsterdam, July 3, 2015.jor exception: Conferences or Workshops organized by the Cryo-
genic Laboratory and by the International Training Institute for
Materials Science (ITIMS) in Hanoi could enjoy his presence.
Together with his wife Nelly, his son Jon and his daughter Marit
he travelled Vietnam from North to South. Vietnam took a special
place in his hearth. He was helpful in organising conference pro-
ceedings and, in particular, assisted the scientiﬁc editor of the
newly founded Journal of Science: Advanced Materials and Devices
(JSAMD).
During Peter's scientiﬁc career, the Dutch Universities went
through two major changes in the Higher Education Act. The ﬁrst
one occurred in the hectic period of student revolution at the end
of the sixties. For his institute Peter developed a set of regulations
that on one side followed the new governmental rules but on the
other side provided sufﬁcient air to the strong wishes for an input
in the decision-making process by all sections employed by the uni-
versity. He accepted responsible positions, was always willing to
explain the measures that were needed and defended the special
position of the institute within the Physics Faculty. For twenty-
ﬁve years it created an organisation of freedom in which science
and education ﬂourished and in which the institute became an
active international centre with visitors from all over the world.
The Vietnam-Holland cooperation could proﬁt pre-eminentlyfrom this development. In the eighties there was a growing ex-
change of scientists between East andWest. In this period, the insti-
tute could provide research opportunities to and has enjoyed useful
scientiﬁc contributions from a large number of scientists from
countries like Czech Republic, Poland, Romania, Russia, Ukraine
and from other Asian countries. Peter himself has been supervisor
or co-supervisor of more than ten PhD students from Vietnam. The
second change came in 1997. The ‘staff and students’ university
transformed in Peter's eyes into a university ‘of managers’. Peter
was not amused with that transformation and his last two years
at the university were not his most enjoyable ones.
After his retirement in 1999, he continued research and spentmore time for his editorial duties. Together with former colleagues
from the institute he founded the ‘Stichting’ Science International
(SSI), a foundation that is ready to assist science programmes in
developing countries. In that period he visited Vietnam in 2002
and 2009 for attending ISAMM’02, a conference on advanced mag-
netic materials, and NANOMATA’09, a conference on nanomaterials
and nanotechnology. For his scientiﬁc contributions to Research
and Education in Vietnam during the Vietnam-Holland cooperation
at the Cryolab, Peter was awarded the “Medal of People's Friend-
ship” of the Government of Vietnam in 2002.
With the present memorial issue of JSAMD devoted to Dr. P.E.
Brommer, the authors and editors wish to express their high
esteem for Peter Brommer's achievements in physics, for his
continuous efforts as editor and advisor of scientiﬁc journals, for
his open-minded participation in scientiﬁc discussions and above
all for Peter being a unique person and a man of integrity.
This memorial issue is partly presented at the Hanoi Symposium
on Advanced Materials and Devices, 8-9 July, 2016, Hanoi, Vietnam.
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